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ABSTRACT
Galaxies and their dark matter haloes are part of a complex network of mass structures,
collectively called the cosmic web. Using the tidal tensor prescription these structures can be
classified into four cosmic environments: voids, sheets, filaments and knots. As the cosmic web
may influence the formation and evolution of dark matter haloes and the galaxies they host, we
aim to study the effect of these cosmic environments on the average mass of galactic haloes.
To this end we measure the galaxy–galaxy lensing profile of 91 195 galaxies, within 0.039
< z < 0.263, from the spectroscopic Galaxy And Mass Assembly survey, using ∼100 deg2
of overlapping data from the Kilo-Degree Survey. In each of the four cosmic environments
we model the contributions from group centrals, satellites and neighbouring groups to the
stacked galaxy–galaxy lensing profiles. After correcting the lens samples for differences in the
stellar mass distribution, we find no dependence of the average halo mass of central galaxies
on their cosmic environment. We do find a significant increase in the average contribution
of neighbouring groups to the lensing profile in increasingly dense cosmic environments. We
show, however, that the observed effect can be entirely attributed to the galaxy density at
much smaller scales (within 4 h−1 Mpc), which is correlated with the density of the cosmic
environments. Within our current uncertainties we find no direct dependence of galaxy halo
mass on their cosmic environment.
Key words: gravitational lensing: weak – methods: statistical – surveys – galaxies: haloes –
dark matter – large-scale structure of Universe.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
In the standard CDM cosmological model, with dark energy and
cold dark matter, structure formation in our Universe is described
as the gravity-induced growth of small perturbations in the matter
density field (Peebles & Yu 1970). This field is dominated by dark
matter (DM) which outweighs the mass in baryons by a factor of ∼5
(Planck Collaboration XIII 2016). As a consequence, the properties
of baryonic structures are expected to be dominated by the under-
lying DM density field. More specifically, when overdense regions
undergo gravitational collapse, they form bound structures referred
to as DM haloes (Peebles 1974). Galaxies form in those haloes via
the cooling of the gas that falls into the gravitational potential of
the DM halo White & Rees (1978). As a halo grows in mass and
size due to smooth accretion and mergers (White & Frenk 1991),
so does the galaxy that inhabits it (although the detailed properties
of galaxies are also affected by baryon-specific processes, such as
star formation and feedback from stars and active galactic nuclei).
Due to increased clustering of high-mass haloes and the accretion
of halo mass through mergers, the DM halo mass is predicted to
depend on the presence of other haloes within a few Mpc range
(Bardeen et al. 1986; Cole & Kaiser 1989). The halo abundance at
these small scales is henceforth called the local density (Budavari
et al. 2003).
It is possible that the properties of haloes also depend on the
density field on scales much larger than the extent of the local
structure, known as the large-scale structure (LSS) of the Universe.
The universal LSS, as revealed by simulations of large portions of
the Universe (e.g. Springel et al. 2005; Schaye et al. 2015), manifests
itself as an intricate arrangement of matter density distributions:
the sheets of DM that separate large underdense voids intersect to
form filaments, which again form dense knots wherever they cross.
These structures, collectively called the cosmic web (Bond, Carr &
Hogan 1986), act as a skeleton to large baryonic structures like gas
clouds, galaxies, clusters and superclusters. Through the attraction
of baryons by DM, large galaxy surveys (e.g. Jones et al. 2009;
van Waerbeke et al. 2013; Garilli et al. 2014; Tempel et al. 2014)
are able to observe the cosmic DM web reflected in the large-scale
distribution of galaxies.
The question arises whether one can establish a correlation be-
tween galaxy halo properties and their location in the cosmic web,
independently of the effects of the local environment in which the
halo resides. Using numerical simulations, Hahn et al. (2009) pre-
dicted that the mass of haloes is affected by tidal forces when an
LSS resides within 4 virial radii of the halo. According to their
simulations these tidal effects can, especially in filaments, suppress
halo formation and even extract mass from haloes if they pass the
LSS within 1.5 virial radii. On the other hand, they find an increase
in the abundance of small haloes near massive structures which,
through mergers, can likewise affect halo masses.
The effects of tidal forces on halo formation and mass were also
studied by Ludlow & Porciani (2011). Using CDM cosmological
simulations they found that, while ∼70 per cent of the DM haloes
should collapse at the location of peaks in the local density field
with a mass of similar scale, there should exist a small fraction
of haloes that arise from smaller density fluctuations. Compared
to regular haloes, these ‘peakless haloes’ should be more strongly
affected by tidal forces from neighbouring LSS. However, like Hahn
et al. (2009), Ludlow & Porciani (2011) showed that, in the local
universe, peakless haloes also reside in denser local environments
(up to a few Mpc scales).
Eardley et al. (2015), henceforth called E15, wished to obser-
vationally probe the effect of the cosmic web on the luminosity
function (LF) of galaxies. They therefore classified all galaxies into
one of four cosmic environments: voids, sheets, filaments and knots.
Following McNaught-Roberts et al. (2014), they also measured the
number density of galaxies within 8 h−1 Mpc radii (local density, see
Section 3.2), and found the distribution in local density of galaxies
in each cosmic environment. From these local density distributions
they concluded that galaxies in denser cosmic environments (e.g.
knots) tend to have higher local densities as well. The correlation
between large-scale density and the local abundance of haloes com-
plicates observational tests of the predicted tidal effects on galaxy
properties. In order to separate the effects of local density from those
of the cosmic web, E15 used a ‘shuffling’ method (see Section 3.3).
By creating four new galaxy samples which retain the local density
distribution from the original cosmic environments, but with the
galaxies shuffled between the cosmic environments, they erased the
information from the cosmic environment classification while re-
taining the information on local density. By comparing the galaxies
in these ‘shuffled environments’ to those in the true cosmic envi-
ronments, they were able to eliminate the dependence on the local
overdensity of their measurement of the galaxy LF. In this work
we use the environment classification from E15, and follow their
shuffling method in order to extract the effect on halo mass from the
cosmic environment alone, without effects from the local density.
As explained in Section 3.2 we use 4 h−1 Mpc radii to measure the
local density, instead of the 8 h−1 Mpc used in E15. This might com-
plicate the comparison of our results with E15, but is necessary due
to the different nature of the LF and the halo mass measurement.
The effect of the cosmic web on galaxies was already probed
observationally by several groups using different galaxy properties:
Alpaslan et al. (2015) measured the effect of the cosmic web on
u − r colour, luminosity, metallicity and morphology of galaxies;
Darvish et al. (2014) measured the stellar mass, star formation rate
(SFR), SFR–mass relation and specific SFR of galaxies in different
cosmic environments; and E15 used their method to measure the
galaxy LF. In these and similar studies the importance of the DM
haloes of galaxies is often stressed, and the possible effect of the
cosmic web on the measured galaxy properties is often expected to
be a secondary consequence of the effect on the DM halo. Our goal,
therefore, is to perform the first direct measurement of the effect of
the cosmic web on galaxy halo mass.
To statistically measure the effect of the cosmic environment on
the DM halo mass of galaxies we use weak gravitational lensing
(WL), currently the only method that provides a direct measure of
the mass of a system without any assumptions on its dynamical
state. More specifically, we use galaxy–galaxy lensing (GGL; see
e.g. Brainerd, Blandford & Smail 1996; Hoekstra, Yee & Gladders
2004; Mandelbaum et al. 2006): the coherent tangential distortion of
background galaxy images due to the gravitational deflection of light
by the mass of a sample of foreground galaxies and their haloes. To
select foreground galaxies, we use the spectroscopic Galaxy And
Mass Assembly survey (Driver et al. 2011), whereas the images
of the background galaxies are taken from the photometric Kilo-
Degree Survey (de Jong et al. 2013). This combination of data sets
was also employed by the GGL studies of Viola et al. (2015) to
measure the masses of galaxy groups, Sifo´n et al. (2015) to study
group satellites, and van Uitert et al. (2016) to measure the stellar-
to-halo mass relation. To infer the mass of the haloes associated with
the lens galaxies, we employ a simple halo model on the measured
GGL signals.
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We discuss the lensing methodology and the details of the lens
and source samples in Section 2. The classification of the cosmic
environments and the methods used to correct for the differences in
the local density and stellar mass distributions of the galaxy samples
are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the analysis of
the lensing profiles in the cosmic environments and the model fitting
procedure used to extract the galaxy halo masses from these density
profiles. In Section 5, we present the resulting masses of DM haloes.
Section 6 contains the discussion and conclusions.
Throughout the paper, we adopt the following cosmological pa-
rameters: m = 0.315,  = 0.685, σ 8 = 0.829, ns = 0.9603 and
bh2 = 0.02205, motivated by Planck Collaboration XIII (2016).
The reduced Hubble constant h = H0/(100 km s−1 Mpc−1) is left
free or is substituted with 1 where needed.
2 G G L A NA LY S I S
The light from distant galaxies is deflected by density fluctua-
tions along the line of sight. As a consequence, the images of
distant galaxies are magnified and distorted (sheared). The tech-
nique that measures the weak coherent distortion of a population of
background galaxies by a foreground density distribution is called
WL, or GGL when it is used to measure the density distribution
around foreground galaxies (lenses) using the shear of many back-
ground galaxies (sources) (for an overview, see e.g. Bartelmann &
Schneider 2001; Schneider, Kochanek & Wambsganss 2006). These
small shape distortions (∼1 per cent of the intrinsic galaxy elliptic-
ity) can only be measured statistically by azimuthally averaging the
shear of a field of sources around individual lenses, and stacking
these lens signals for large samples of foreground galaxies, selected
according to their observable properties. The measured quantity is
the shear component tangential to the line connecting the lens and
source galaxy. Combining this quantity for all lens–source pairs of
a lens sample results in the average tangential shear 〈γ t〉(R), which
can be related to the excess surface density (ESD) profile (R).
This is defined as the surface mass density (R) at the projected
radial distance R from the lens centre, subtracted from the average
density ¯(<R) within that radius:
〈γt〉(R)crit = (R) = ¯(< R) − (R). (1)
Here, crit is the critical density surface mass density:
crit = c
2
4πG
D(zs)
D(zl) D(zl, zs)
, (2)
which is the inverse of the lensing efficiency: a geometrical factor
that determines the strength of the lensing effect, depending on the
angular diameter distance from the observer to the lens D(zl), to
the source D(zs), and between the lens and the source D(zl, zs). In
this equation c denotes the speed of light and G the gravitational
constant. Our ESD measurement procedure follows section 3.3 of
Viola et al. (2015)1
1 One difference between our procedures is the method that decides which
1 deg2 KiDS tiles contribute to the ESD profile of every GAMA foreground
galaxy. In Viola et al. (2015), the sources within a KiDS tile contributed
to the ESD profile of a lens if the projected distance Rlt between the lens
and the centre of the tile was smaller than the maximal separation Rmax to
which the ESD profile was measured: Rlt < Rmax . This method was slightly
suboptimal, since not all sources contributed to the lensing signal at larger
scales. In this paper, the method is optimized to encompass the contribution
of all KiDS sources to the ESD profile of each lens. We first calculate the
projected radius Rt of the great circle around each 1 deg2 KiDS tile. The
2.1 GAMA lens galaxies
The positions of the foreground lenses used for our GGL study are
selected from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; Abazajian et al.
2009), and have redshifts measured by the Galaxy And Mass Assem-
bly (hereafter GAMA; Driver et al. 2011) survey, a spectroscopic
survey on the Anglo-Australian Telescope with the AAOmega spec-
trograph. We use the GAMA galaxy catalogue resulting from the
three equatorial regions (G09, G12 and G15) of the final GAMA
data release (GAMA II; Liske et al. 2015). These equatorial regions
span a total of ∼180 deg2 and are 98 per cent complete down to a
Petrosian r-band magnitude of mr = 19.8. This catalogue contains
180 960 galaxies, of which we use the sample of ∼113 000 galax-
ies within the redshift range 0.039 < zl < 0.263 (see Section 3.2)
with a high-quality redshift measurement (nQ ≥ 3) as lenses. Since
∼55 per cent of the GAMA area is covered by the Kilo-Degree Sur-
vey data that we use for this analysis, ∼80 per cent of these galaxies
have at least some overlap with the available area (see Section 2.2),
and therefore contribute (in varying degrees) to the lensing signal.
This amounts to a total of 91 195 galaxies contributing to the lensing
signal.
In Section 3.1.1 of this paper we make use of the stellar masses
of the GAMA galaxies, which are measured by Taylor et al. (2011)
by fitting Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population synthesis
models to the ugriz observations of the SDSS. The stellar masses are
corrected for flux falling outside the automatically selected aperture
using the ‘flux-scale’ parameter (following the procedure discussed
in Taylor et al. 2011). Galaxies without a well-defined stellar mass
or fluxscale correction are removed from our sample.
In Section 4.2 we use the classification of GAMA galaxies into
galaxy groups, in order to accurately model the contribution of dif-
ferent galaxies to the GGL signal. We use the classification of galax-
ies into groups as listed in the 7th GAMA Galaxy Group Catalogue
by Robotham et al. (2011). The galaxies in the GAMA II catalogue
are classified as either the central or a satellite of their group, using
the Friends-of-Friends (FoF) group finding algorithm described in
Robotham et al. (2011). The FoF algorithm groups galaxies depend-
ing on the distances to each other in both projected and line-of-sight
space. The projected and line-of-sight linking lengths are calibrated
against mock catalogues. These mocks are also used to test that
global properties of groups, such as their total number, are well
recovered by the algorithm. The FoF method also finds galaxies
that do not belong to any group (non-group galaxies). Note that
some non-group galaxies might actually be centrals of groups with
satellites that fall below the visible magnitude limit. Conversely,
non-group galaxies can erroneously be classified as group mem-
bers due to projection effects. However, this misidentification is
primarily expected to happen at high redshifts, whereas our sample
only contains galaxies up to redshift zl = 0.263. Also note that
some galaxies classified as satellites might actually be centrals, and
some satellites might be erroneously identified as non-group galax-
ies. This misidentification is most common for the smallest groups
(with less than five members). Since we primarily use the group
classification to account for the contribution of nearby galaxies to
the GGL signal, it is of little consequence whether these galaxies
are classified as satellites or neighbouring group centrals since both
are accounted for in the model. Furthermore, the GGL analysis of
van Uitert et al. (2016) to determine the fraction of satellites in the
sources within a KiDS tile contribute to the ESD profile of a lens if the
radius Rt of the circle is smaller than Rmax: Rt < Rmax .
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central galaxy sample, shows that the satellite fraction of GAMA
is accurate for galaxies with a stellar mass up to ∼1011 h−2 M.
For these reasons, it is safe to use galaxies with a small number of
members in our analysis. The definition of the central galaxy used
in this paper is the brightest central galaxy (BCG). In Viola et al.
(2015), the BCG is shown to be the most accurate tracer of the
centre of a group halo (together with the iteratively selected central
galaxy).
2.2 KiDS source galaxies
The background sources used to measure the GGL profiles around
the lenses are observed with the Kilo-Degree Survey (hereafter
KiDS; de Jong et al. 2013), a ugri photometric survey on the VLT
Survey Telescope (Capaccioli & Schipani 2011) using the Omega-
CAM wide-field imager (Kuijken et al. 2011). We use the 109 deg2
area of the publicly available KiDS-DR1/2 data release (de Jong
et al. 2015; Kuijken et al. 2015) that overlaps with the equatorial
GAMA areas. With the masks of bright stars and image defects ap-
plied, this amounts to a total of 68.5 deg2 of KiDS area that overlaps
with the GAMA survey.
For the measurements of the source ellipticities we use the r-
band data, which have a median seeing of 0.7 arcsec, a mean point
spread function (PSF) ellipticity of 0.055 and a rest-frame limit-
ing magnitude of 24.9. The r-band images are first reduced with
the THELI pipeline (Erben et al. 2013). The sources are then de-
tected from the stacked images by SEXTRACTOR (Bertin & Arnouts
1996). For each detected source, the Bayesian lensfit method
(Miller et al. 2013) measures the ellipticities 	1 and 	2 with re-
spect to the equatorial coordinate frame, together with a weight
ws which is related to the uncertainty on the ellipticity measure-
ments. The corresponding effective number density of sources is
neff ≈ σ
2
SN
A
∑
s ws = 4.48 gal arcmin−2, where A is the area and σ SN
= 0.255 the intrinsic ellipticity dispersion (shape noise) (Kuijken
et al. 2015).
The photometric redshifts of the sources are derived from all
bands, which are first processed and calibrated using the Astro-
WISE optical image pipeline (McFarland et al. 2013). The Gaussian
Aperture and PSF (Kuijken 2008) method measures the matched
aperture colours of the sources, corrected for differences in see-
ing. These are in turn used to determine the photometric redshifts
through the Bayesian photometric redshift pipeline (BPZ; Benitez
2000 following Hildebrandt et al. 2012). The source redshift prob-
ability distribution p(z) is sampled using 70 linearly spaced source
redshift bins between 0 < zs < 3.5. The resulting weighted median
redshift of all sources is 0.53.
We use the full photometric redshift probability distribution p(zs)
returned by the BPZ to calculate the critical surface density for each
lens–source pair:
−1crit =
4πG
c2
D(zl)
∫ ∞
zl
D(zl, zs)
D(zs)
p(zs) dzs, (3)
where the integral is over the part of the p(zs) where the source red-
shift bins zs are greater than the redshift zl of the lens. Only sources
with a p(z) peak within 0.005 ≤ zB < 1.2, where the summed p(z)
posteriors agree well with the spectroscopic redshift distribution
(Kuijken et al. 2015), are used for the analysis.
We assign a weight Wls to each lens–source pair, that incorporates
the ellipticity measurement weight ws (from lensfit) which down-
weights lens–source pairs that have less reliable shape measure-
ments, as well as the lensing efficiency −1crit which down-weights
lens–source pairs that are very close or distant in redshift, and are
therefore less sensitive to lensing. The total weight is defined as
Wls = ws−2crit. (4)
We apply an average multiplicative calibration 1 + K(R) to
the stacked ESD profile, in order to account for the noise bias
in the shape measurement (Heymans et al. 2012; Melchior &
Viola 2012). The bias contribution ms of each source is estimated
from a lensfit analysis of simulated images (Miller et al. 2013). For
every radial bin R we determine the average correction:
K(R) =
∑
ls Wlsms∑
ls Wls
, (5)
which has a value of K(R) ∼ 0.1 for all considered values of R.
In addition to an average multiplicative calibration, we apply an
additive calibration term cs to each separate ellipticity value. See
Kuijken et al. (2015) for more information on these calibrations.
The ESD profile (R) from equation (1) can be measured by
computing the tangential ellipticity 	t:
	t = −	1 cos(2φ) − 	2 sin(2φ), (6)
where φ is the angle between the source and the lens centre. The
tangential ellipticity is measured for every lens–source pair in a
range of circular bins at radius R with width δR, and the resulting
signal is divided by the multiplicative calibration term to arrive at
the ESD profile:
(R) = 1
1 + K(R)
∑
ls Wls	tcrit∑
ls Wls
. (7)
The uncertainty on the measured ESD profile corresponds to
the square root of the diagonal of its analytical covariance matrix.
As detailed in section 3.4 of Viola et al. (2015), we compute the
analytical covariance of the contributions to the ESD signal from
each separate source that contributes to the stacked ESD profile of
the lens sample. This covariance is not only computed between each
radial bin, but also between the different stacked lens samples. These
off-diagonal covariance elements are used within the model fitting
procedure (see Section 4.2). Section 3.4 of Viola et al. (2015) shows
that the error bars from the analytical covariance are in agreement
with the bootstrap error bars from ∼100 KiDS tiles, up to projected
radius R = 2 h−1 Mpc. The lensing signal around random points
is not consistent with zero beyond this projected radius, due to
the patchiness of the survey area. Below 20 h−1 kpc the decreasing
number of sources and increasing contamination from foreground
galaxy light also result in unreliable measurements. We therefore
compute the ESD profile for 10 logarithmically spaced radial bins
within 0.2 < R < 2 h−1 Mpc.
3 ENVI RO NMENT C LASSI FI CATI ON
3.1 Cosmic environments
The goal of this work is to study the mass of galaxy haloes as a
function of their location in the cosmic web, henceforth called their
cosmic environment. In E15 the entire volume of the GAMA survey
is classified into four different cosmic environments: voids, sheets,
filaments and knots. These environments are identified following
the tidal tensor prescription of Hahn et al. (2007), which classifies
each Cartesian Rc = 3 h−1 Mpc volume element (cell) in the GAMA
survey into one of these four cosmic environments, based on the
number of gravitationally collapsing dimensions of that cell. A
volume element can be collapsing in 0, 1, 2 or 3 dimensions, and
MNRAS 462, 4451–4463 (2016)
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Table 1. The number, mean redshift, mean stellar mass and satellite fraction
of the galaxies in each cosmic environment. Note that only ∼80 per cent of
these galaxies overlap with the KiDS area, and therefore contribute to the
GGL signal. The values of 〈M∗〉 are displayed in units of [1010 h−2 M].
N 〈z〉 〈M∗〉 fsat
Void 19 742 0.161 2.767 0.146
Sheet 37 932 0.169 3.465 0.243
Filament 41 753 0.165 3.945 0.363
Knot 13 457 0.157 4.354 0.502
Shuffled void 19 742 0.160 2.590 0.174
Shuffled sheet 37 932 0.165 3.393 0.250
Shuffled filament 41 753 0.167 4.048 0.350
Shuffled knot 13 457 0.165 4.499 0.484
is, respectively, classified as belonging to a void, sheet, filament or
knot.
To determine the number of collapsing dimensions of each cell,
E15 use the number density of galaxies in the Rc = 3 h−1 Mpc
Cartesian grid. This discrete density field is smoothed by applying
a Gaussian filter with a width σ s, resulting in the total effective
smoothing scale σ 2 = R2c/6 + σ 2s . From this smoothed density field
E15 derive the gravitational potential, which is used to calculate the
tidal tensor of each cell. Since the tidal tensor is a criterion for a
cell’s gravitational stability, a dimension of a cubic cell is considered
to be collapsing if the corresponding real eigenvalue of the tidal
tensor lies below a threshold value λth. Depending on its number of
collapsing dimensions, each cell is allocated a cosmic environment.
Correspondingly E15 assign each galaxy in the GAMA catalogue
to the environment of the cell it inhabits, allowing us to study
these galaxies and their DM haloes as a function of their cosmic
environment.
The values of the effective smoothing scale σ s and the eigenvalue
threshold λth can be chosen freely in this method, and together de-
termine the number of galaxies that are assigned to each cosmic
environment. In order to divide the number of GAMA galaxies as
equally as possible among the four cosmic environments, E15 chose
λth = 0.4 and σ s such that σ = 4 h−1 Mpc, because these values
minimized the root-mean-square dispersion between the fraction of
galaxies assigned to each of the cosmic environments. This equal
division of galaxies was necessary to ensure a sufficiently high
signal-to-noise (SN) ratio of measurements in each of the four en-
vironments. Although we recognize that they are not physically
motivated, we adopt the same values of λth and σ as E15 for com-
parison purposes. Furthermore, our analysis likewise benefits from
sufficient signal in each cosmic environment, although in our case
this does not only depend on the number of lenses but also on the
mass of the galaxy haloes. The total number of galaxies in each
cosmic environment can be found in Table 1. The left-hand panel
of Fig. 1 gives a visual impression of the spatial distribution of
galaxies in the different cosmic environments.
3.1.1 Stellar mass weights
For each of the four cosmic environments, the normalized stel-
lar mass (M∗) distribution of galaxies is slightly different. As
shown in Fig. 2, galaxies in denser environments tend to have
higher stellar masses, and voids tend to have lower mass galaxies
(log10( M∗h−2 M ) < 9.5) compared to the other cosmic environments.
Because there exists a correlation between M∗ and halo mass (e.g.
Mandelbaum et al. 2006; Moster et al. 2010; van Uitert et al. 2016),
this difference should be corrected for in order to find the unbiased
dependence of halo mass on cosmic environment. To this end we
assign a stellar mass weight w∗ to each lens, which is used to weigh
the contribution of that lens to the stacked GGL profile. For 100
linearly spaced bins in log10(M∗), we count the number of lenses
N (M∗, E) in each cosmic environment E. This is compared to the
average number of galaxies 〈N〉(M∗) in all environments that re-
side in the corresponding M∗ bin, in order to find the stellar mass
weight:
w∗(M∗, E) = 〈N〉(M∗)
N (M∗, E)
, (8)
which is assigned to all galaxies in that M∗ bin and environment.
The stellar mass weight w∗ is applied to each galaxy’s contribution
to the ESD profile through equation (7), such that it becomes
∗(R) = 11 + K∗(R)
∑
l w∗
∑
s Wls	tcrit∑
l w∗
∑
s Wls
, (9)
where the average multiplicative bias correction from equation (5)
has become
K∗(R) =
∑
l w∗
∑
s Wlsms∑
l w∗
∑
s Wls
. (10)
Likewise the lens weight is incorporated into the uncertainty through
the calculation of the analytical covariance matrix (see Section
2.2). In this way, we give higher weights to galaxies with a stel-
lar mass that is underrepresented in a specific environment com-
pared to the average of the four environments. However, because
the M∗ distributions are similar in our case, there is only a small
difference between the stacked ESD profiles with or without the
stellar mass weights, and we can use this correction as a reasonable
approximation.
3.2 Local density
A complicating factor in studying the dependence of halo mass on
cosmic environment, is that denser cosmic environments also have
a higher average density at smaller (a few Mpc) scales: the local
density. In order to determine the effects of the cosmic environment
independent of local influences, we need to define and measure the
local densities of galaxies and correct for them. We measure the local
density ρr following McNaught-Roberts et al. (2014), who define
this quantity from the number of tracer galaxies N inside a sphere of
comoving radius r around a galaxy. Following Croton et al. (2005)
the tracers used for measuring N belong to a ‘volume limited density
defining population’ (DDP): the sample of galaxies that is visible
over the entire range in redshift zl, given a certain cut in r-band
absolute magnitude Mhr = Mr − 5 log10(h) (with the k-correction
and luminosity evolution correction applied). McNaught-Roberts
et al. (2014) apply a narrow cut in absolute magnitude: −21.8 <
Mhr < −20.1, in order to preserve a relatively wide redshift range:
0.039 < zl < 0.263. Following this Mhr and zl cut, we obtain a DDP
containing 44 317 GAMA galaxies. We count the number of tracers
NDDP in a sphere around GAMA galaxies to determine their local
density:
ρr = NDDP4
3πr
3
1
CvCz
, (11)
where Cv is the volume correction accounting for the fraction of
the sphere lying outside the boundaries of the survey or redshift
cut, and Cz accounts for the redshift completeness of the volume
(measured using the GAMA masks).
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Figure 1. The spatial distribution of galaxies, in right ascension (x-axis) and redshift (left y-axis) or comoving distance (right y-axis), distinctly shows the
cosmic web structure. This figure presents a slice of 5◦ in declination (DEC) of a small representative part of the GAMA volume. In the left-hand panel,
the colours indicate the classification of galaxies into four cosmic environments: voids (blue), sheets (cyan), filaments (yellow), and knots (red), based on the
number of spatial dimensions in which their region is collapsing (E15). In the right-hand panel, the colours represent the corresponding shuffled environments,
which only share the local density distribution of the true environments.
Figure 2. The normalized number of galaxies in each cosmic environment
as a function of stellar mass M∗. Each vertical dashed lines shows the mean
of the M∗ distribution. The distributions show that galaxies in denser cosmic
environments tend to have slightly higher stellar masses.
In order to determine the local overdensity δr within comoving
radius r around a galaxy, we compare ρr to the mean DDP number
density ρ¯ over the full GAMA volume:
δr = ρr − ρ¯
ρ¯
. (12)
When corrected for redshift completeness using the GAMA masks,
the total volume (within the designated redshift range) of the
three equatorial GAMA fields is VGAMA = 7 × 106( h−1 Mpc)3,
resulting in an effective mean DDP galaxy density of ρ¯ = 6 ×
10−3( h−1 Mpc)−3.
Using the DDP we measure the value of δ4, the overdensity within
r = 4 h−1 Mpc, for all GAMA galaxies within the redshift range of
the DDP (including those outside the absolute magnitude range),
amounting to a sample of ∼113 000 lenses. We choose spheres with
r = 4 h−1 Mpc to probe local overdensities at the scale of the cor-
relation length of the LSS (Budavari et al. 2003), which is also the
smallest possible scale that still avoids major problems related to
scarce tracer galaxies and redshift space distortion on small scales
Figure 3. The number of galaxies in each environment as a function of local
overdensity δ4 (overdensity within a 4 h−1 Mpc radius). Each vertical dashed
line shows the mean of the δ4 distribution. As expected galaxies in denser
cosmic environments tend to have higher local overdensities, although there
remains significant overlap between the distributions.
(Croton et al. 2005). For each cosmic environment we find a differ-
ent distribution in δ4, as shown in Fig. 3. Not surprisingly denser
environments (e.g. knots) contain more galaxies with high local
overdensity, while sparser environments (e.g. voids) have lower
overdensities. Note, however, that there exists a significant overlap
between the different overdensity distributions. This overlap allows
us to separate the effect of the cosmic environment on the ESD
profile from the effect of local overdensity, enabling us to study
the direct dependence of the cosmic environment on halo mass. By
shuffling galaxies between the cosmic environments while keep-
ing the local overdensity distribution the same, we create so-called
shuffled environments.
3.3 Shuffled environments
To account for the different local density distributions in each cos-
mic environment, we follow E15 in creating a set of four shuffled
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Figure 4. The proportion of galaxies from each true cosmic environment
that is present in each shuffled environment. As expected a large fraction
of galaxies in each shuffled environment originates from the same true
environment, although that fraction is <0.5 for all shuffled environments.
environments: galaxy samples that retain the local overdensity dis-
tribution of the true cosmic environments, but contain galaxies that
are randomly selected from all cosmic environments, effectively
erasing the information from the environment classification. By
comparing the galaxies in each shuffled environment to those from
the corresponding true environment, we are able to eliminate any
dependence on the local overdensity, and extract the effects of the
cosmic environment alone.
In practice, all galaxies are divided into 100 δ4 bins. For each true
cosmic environment we create a shuffled environment, by assigning
the same number of galaxies in each δ4 bin to the corresponding
shuffled environment. These galaxies, however, are randomly se-
lected from the full sample, and could therefore be residing in any
cosmic environment. Randomly selected galaxies from a high δ4
bin will be more likely to reside in knots than in voids (due to the
correlation between local density and cosmic environment), but ev-
ery shuffled environment contains a distribution of galaxies from
different true environments due to the overlapping δ4 distributions
(see Fig. 3). The proportion of galaxies from true cosmic environ-
ments residing in each shuffled environment can be seen in Fig. 4,
which shows that up to half of the galaxies in each shuffled envi-
ronment originate from the same true cosmic environment. In the
right-hand panel of Fig. 1 we show the spatial distribution of galax-
ies in different shuffled environments, which is likewise correlated
with the distribution of galaxies in true cosmic environments shown
in the left-hand panel. Although the correlation between the true
and shuffled environments complicates the detection of a direct ef-
fect from cosmic environments, the relationship between cosmic
environment and local density cannot be circumvented in another
way without significantly reducing the lens sample. Furthermore,
selecting a very different galaxy sample or shuffling method com-
plicates the comparison with the results from E15. We can slightly
reduce the proportion of knot galaxies in knots by removing all
galaxies with δ4 > 15 from our sample, but this small effect does
not significantly affect our results.
Figure 5. The ESD profiles (with 1σ error bars) of GAMA galaxies in
the knot environment, stacked according to their group membership and
weighted to correct for differences in the stellar mass distribution. The
different ESD profiles correspond to four group samples: centrals only (Cen),
centrals and non-group (Cen+Ng), centrals and satellites (Cen+Sat), and
all galaxies (all: centrals, satellites and non-group). The dotted lines are used
to guide the eye between data points of the same group sample.
4 A NA LY SI S O F THE LENSI NG PROFI L ES
4.1 Contributions of group samples
To obtain the ESD profile of galaxies in each cosmic environment,
we stack the lensing signals of these galaxies as detailed in Sec-
tion 2.2. The interpretation of this stacked ESD profile is com-
plicated by the fact that galaxies, apart from residing in a cosmic
environment, may also belong to a galaxy group. We use the 7th
GAMA Galaxy Group Catalogue (Robotham et al. 2011) to identify
the group classification of the lenses that contribute to the stacked
ESD profile of each cosmic environment. In Fig. 5, we show the
contribution of different galaxy selections to the total ESD profile
of galaxies in the knot environment, where we find the contribu-
tion from satellites and neighbouring galaxies to be the largest. We
show the signal for central galaxies only, and add the contribution
from non-group galaxies, satellite galaxies, or both (all galaxies).
The correction for the difference in the stellar mass distribution of
the cosmic environments has been applied during the stacking pro-
cedure (see Section 3.1.1). The GGL profile in knots shows that,
after the first radial bin, the ESD is consistent for all lens samples
at scales R < 200 h−1 kpc, where the haloes of the stacked galaxies
themselves dominate (as opposed to haloes of neighbouring galax-
ies). Within the first bin we see a hint of the expected difference
between central, non-group and satellite galaxy masses (in order of
expected mass), although the differences stay within 1σ . However,
at R > 200 h−1 kpc the GGL signal changes significantly with the
addition of satellite galaxies to the stack. Where the ESD profiles of
lens samples without satellites drop sharply, the profiles of samples
with satellites does not, due to the off-set contribution of the satel-
lites’ host haloes (also seen in Sifo´n et al. 2015). These changes
in the ESD profile imply that, as the contributions from different
group members are added to the stacked signal, we need to model
these different components to account for the total lensing signal.
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Figure 6. The resulting P(χ2) values of the χ2 independence test between
the ESD profiles (R) from different cosmic environments, shown for
two galaxy samples: all galaxies (top) and centrals only (bottom). When
the probability P(χ2) to draw the (R) values in question from the same
normal distribution is less than 0.05, the line between those environments is
coloured blue (independent), otherwise red (dependent). The dotted vertical
line emphasizes the fact that the difference between two environments is
significant when it crosses the border between sheet and filament. This
figure shows that the stacked ESD profiles of only centrals do not show any
significant difference between cosmic environments, whereas the stacked
profiles of all galaxies do.
This complicates the interpretation of differences between the ESD
profiles in the cosmic environments, including halo mass estimates.
Although the sample containing only group centrals is the sim-
plest to model, the low SN ratio of the lensing signal might prohibit
the analysis if the SN ratio is too low to even find the expected dif-
ference between the four cosmic environments (as measured in e.g.
E15), let alone a difference between true and shuffled environments.
In order to find whether this is the case, we apply a χ2 independence
test to the ESD profiles  in different environments E1 and E2:
χ2 =
∑
R
(E1R − E2R )2
(σ E1R )2 +
(
σ E2R
)2 , (13)
where the index R sums over the radial bins, and σ is the uncertainty
on  calculated from the analytical covariance matrix. We calcu-
late the probability P(χ2) to draw the  values in question from
the same normal distribution, by evaluating the cumulative normal
distribution function with 10 − 1 = 9 degrees of freedom (based
on the 10 radial bins) at χ2. We consider the difference between the
ESD profiles in two cosmic environments to be significant if P(χ2)
< 0.05. Fig. 6 shows a diagram of the result of the χ2 indepen-
dence test for two samples: ‘all galaxies’ (top) and only ‘centrals’
(bottom). For the sample of centrals there is no measurable dif-
ference between the ESD profiles from any of the environments.
For the sample of all galaxies there is also no significant difference
between voids and sheets, or between filaments and knots; two com-
binations that can be considered to be ‘adjacent’ in density space.
However, there is a measurable difference between sheets and fila-
ments which are likewise adjacent. In fact, every comparison that
‘crosses’ the dotted vertical line between sheets and filaments re-
sults in a measurable difference.
In conclusion, this test shows that the difference between the four
environments cannot be detected when the stacked ESD profiles
contain only the contributions from central galaxies. As a result, we
need to add and model the contribution from multiple group mem-
bers: centrals, satellites and non-group galaxies, in order to measure
the average halo mass of galaxies in different cosmic environments.
In this test, we can include all or a subset of our 10 radial bins
between 20 h−1 kpc < R < 2000 h−1 kpc. We therefore repeat this
analysis to test whether the difference between the ESD profiles
in the cosmic environments is more significant at small scales (by
summing over the five innermost radial bins) or large scales (by
summing over the five outermost radial bins). Through this test we
found that, when all galaxies contribute to the signal, the differ-
ence between the ESD profiles in the four cosmic environments is
primarily driven by the large scales, indicating that satellites and
neighbouring haloes have a major effect on the ESD profiles.
4.2 Surface density model
In order to extract the average halo masses from the ESD profiles,
we construct a mathematical description of the main contributions
to the ESD profile in terms of the stellar and DM components
of different galaxy group members, based on the classification by
Robotham et al. (2011) of GAMA galaxies into central, satellite and
non-group galaxies. Although they have no (visible) satellites we
treat non-group galaxies as centrals of groups, which means the two
main components of the model correspond to the mass contribution
from ‘centrals’ (real centrals and non-group galaxies) and satellites,
both residing in the main host halo (which corresponds to the halo
of the ‘central’). Following the prescription of Wright & Brainerd
(2000), we model the DM contribution of both centrals and satellites
by an NFW profile (Navarro, Frenk & White 1995):
ρNFW(r) = δcρm(〈z〉)(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2 , (14)
where rs is the scale radius and ρm(〈z〉) is the mean density of the
Universe, which depends on the mean redshift 〈z〉 of the lens sample
as
ρm = 3H 20 (1 + 〈z〉)3m/(8πG). (15)
The dimensionless amplitude is related to the concentration c =
r200/rs via
δc = 2003
c3
ln(1 + c) − c/(1 + c) . (16)
We include two free parameters in the model: the concentration
normalization fc, which is the normalization of the Duffy et al.
(2008) mass–concentration relation2
c(M200, z) = 10.14fc
(
M200
2 × 1012 h−2 M
)−0.089
(1 + z)−1.01,
(17)
and the halo mass M200, which is defined as the virial mass within
r200 (the radius that encloses a density ρ(<r200) = 200 ρm(z)). The
virial mass of the halo thus defined is a free parameter for both cen-
trals (Mcen) and satellite galaxies (Msat). In this way, Mcen and Msat
parametrize the average mass per central/satellite galaxy, respec-
tively. The concentration normalization fc is only a free parameter
2 We realize that this mass–concentration relation is slightly dated compared
to that of e.g. Dutton & Maccio` (2014), which is based on the Planck
Collaboration XVI (2014) cosmology. However, we follow the earlier KiDS-
GAMA lensing papers (Sifo´n et al. 2015; Viola et al. 2015; van Uitert et al.
2016), to which our results could then be compared. Furthermore, because
of the weak relation of c(M200, z) on M200, and the relatively small z-range
of the GAMA galaxies, the final expression for the concentration will be
dominated by the normalization parameter fc, and not by the chosen mass–
concentration relation.
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for centrals. Since the satellite contribution to the ESD profile is
too small to constrain both Msat and f satc , we fix the latter to 1.
Apart from the physical concentration of the halo, fc is affected by
miscentring: the off-set between the (assumed) central galaxy and
the actual centre of the DM halo. Because fc mitigates the impact of
miscentring, the measured halo mass is not biased by this effect (as
shown by Viola et al. 2015). In addition to the DM halo, we add the
contribution of the stellar component, which is modelled as a point
mass with M = 〈M∗〉, the mean stellar mass of the galaxy sample.
This component is added to the contribution of both centrals and
satellites.
In the case of the satellite contribution to the ESD profile, the DM
halo of the host group is modelled by an offset NFW profile. Each
stacked satellite adds a host contribution at its respective projected
distance Rsat to the group central, such that the total host contribution
is integrated over the number distribution n(Rsat) (see Sifo´n et al.
2015 for a more detailed description). The two ESD components
related to satellite galaxies are multiplied by the satellite fraction fsat:
the fraction of satellites with respect to the total number of galaxies
(including satellites, centrals and non-group galaxies). The ESD
component due to centrals (real centrals and non-group galaxies) is
in turn multiplied by the central fraction (= 1 − fsat). The values
of the satellite fraction for the (shuffled) cosmic environments are
shown in Table 1. As expected, the fraction of satellites increases
with the density of the cosmic environment.
At scales above 200 h−1 kpc the neighbouring host haloes add
significant contribution to the ESD signal, known as the 2-halo
term. This term is modelled by the two-point matter correlation
function ξ (z, r) van den Bosch (2002), which is multiplied by the
empirical bias function b(M) (Tinker et al. 2010). As the halo mass
M we use the average mass of the central haloes Mcen. Because we
expect that the 2-halo term varies significantly depending on the
average density of each cosmic environment, and the correlation
function was measured by averaging over all space, we multiply the
ξ (z, r) term by a free parameter: the 2-halo amplitude A2h. The final
2-halo contribution becomes
2hcen(R) = A2h b(Mcen) (ξ (R)), (18)
which allows for the flexibility to cover ESD profiles in environ-
ments of various densities.
In total, the full model contains four ESD components contribut-
ing to the total ESD profile: the central and satellite components
(1hcen and 1hsat, modelled by an NFW profile and stellar point
mass), the host term corresponding to the satellites (1hhost, mod-
elled by an off-set NFW) and the 2-halo term (2hcen, modelled by
a scaled matter correlation function):
(R) = (1 − fsat) × 1hcen(R|Mcen, f cenc )
+ fsat × (1hsat(R|Msat) + 1hhost(R|Mcen))
+2hcen(R|A2h,Mcen). (19)
Together, these four components contain four free parameters: the
average halo mass of centrals (Mcen) and satellites (Msat), the con-
centration parameter of centrals (f cenc ), and the 2-halo amplitude
(A2h), as shown inside the brackets of equation (19) (where, for
brevity, fixed parameters are not shown). Each of these parameters
is free for all four cosmic environments, such that our model con-
tains a total of 16 free parameters. The priors of all free parameters
are shown in Table 2, while all fixed values used in the fit can be
found in Table 1.
This model is fitted to the ESD profiles of the four cosmic envi-
ronments using the EMCEE sampler (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013),
Table 2. Priors and median posterior values (with 16th and 84th percentile
error bars) of the free parameters in the model fit: the average mass of
central and satellite galaxies (in units of [1012 h−2 M]), the central con-
centration parameter and the 2-halo amplitude, in both true and shuffled
cosmic environments.
Parameter Mcen Msat f cenc A2h
Prior type flat flat Gaussian flat
Prior range [0.1, 10] [0.01, 5] μ = 1, σ = 0.3 [0, 20]
Voids 0.75+0.31−0.28 2.10
+1.85
−1.41 1.05
+0.21
−0.19 0.93
+0.72
−0.60
Sheets 0.74+0.63−0.44 1.81
+2.16
−1.40 0.77
+0.25
−0.24 1.50
+0.79
−0.78
Filaments 1.43+0.86−1.02 0.72
+2.00
−0.54 0.73
+0.22
−0.22 5.22
+1.18
−1.22
Knots 0.94+1.06−0.63 1.00
+1.15
−0.70 0.95
+0.22
−0.21 10.30
+2.27
−2.25
Shuffled voids 0.77+0.41−0.33 2.36
+1.80
−1.68 0.87
+0.20
−0.21 1.81
+0.79
−0.78
Shuffled sheets 0.48+0.48−0.28 2.20
+1.84
−1.64 0.88
+0.24
−0.23 2.77
+0.70
−0.65
Shuffled filaments 1.29+0.75−0.90 0.72
+2.01
−0.53 0.77
+0.25
−0.25 4.03
+0.95
−0.96
Shuffled knots 1.11+1.20−0.71 1.81
+1.51
−1.18 0.99
+0.22
−0.21 9.45
+1.85
−1.79
which ingests our model into a Markov Chain Monte Carlo. Dur-
ing the fitting procedure, a number of walkers Nwalkers is moving
through the parameter space for a designated number of steps Nsteps,
where the direction of each next step is based on the affine invari-
ance method (Goodman & Weare 2010). Using the Gelman–Rubin
convergence diagnostic (Gelman & Rubin 1992), we find that we
need Nwalkers = 100 and Nsteps = 5000 for our chain to converge.
Of the resulting 500 000 evaluations the first 100 000 are discarded
as the burn-in phase, leaving a total of 400 000 evaluations. From
these evaluations we estimate the values of the free parameters by
taking the median (50th percentile), and their 1σ uncertainties by
taking the 16th and 84th percentile. The minimal χ2 of our chains
is 28.0 for true cosmic environments, and 34.2 for shuffled environ-
ments. Since the four cosmic environments combined contain 4 ×
10 = 40 data points and 4 × 4 = 16 free parameters, the number
of degrees of freedom (equal to the expected minimum χ2) is Ndof
= 40 − 16 = 24. Consequently the reduced χ2 of our chains is
28.0/24 = 1.17 for true cosmic environments, and 34.2/24 = 1.43
for shuffled environments. In the Gaussian case the uncertainty on
χ2 is σχ2 =
√
2(Ndof) = 6.93 Gould (2003). This indicates that the
minimum χ2 value lies well within 1σ of the expected minimum χ2
for true environments, and just outside for shuffled environments.
5 R ESULTS
In order to determine the masses of galaxy haloes as a function
of their location in the cosmic web, we measure the average GGL
profiles (as detailed in Section 2) in each of the four cosmic environ-
ments (defined in Section 3.1). These ESD profiles are corrected for
the measured increase in stellar mass in increasingly dense cosmic
environments (shown in Section 3.1.1). By fitting our ESD model
(as described in Section 4.2) to these data, we determine the average
halo mass of galaxies in each cosmic environment. By applying an
identical model to the stacked ESD profiles of galaxies in shuffled
cosmic environments (defined in Section 3.3), we can compare their
resulting fit parameters. Because the only information from the true
cosmic environments that goes into the shuffled environments is
that of their local density distribution, any difference between these
parameters indicates an effect caused by the cosmic environment
alone, i.e. not due to the effects of the local density δ4. The resulting
model fit to the ESD profiles of the four cosmic environments is
shown in Fig. 7. The resulting values of the free parameters: Mcen,
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Figure 7. The ESD profiles of GAMA galaxies, stacked according to their cosmic environment and weighted to correct for differences in the stellar mass
distribution. The four panels represent the different cosmic environments. The dots with 1σ error bars represent the measurement, while the lines with error
bands show the median and 16th/84th percentile of different components of the ESD model fit to the ESD measurement. The model consists of a central term
(red), a satellite term (blue) with corresponding offset host halo term (cyan), and a 2-halo term (yellow). All these terms combine into the total median profile,
shown in black. For comparison, we also show the ESD measurement from the shuffled environments as crosses with dotted 1σ error bars.
Msat, f cenc and A2h, for both the true and the shuffled environments
can be found in Table 2 and Fig. 8.
In the case of the true cosmic environments, the average halo
mass of central galaxies Mcen remains constant within the mea-
sured uncertainties. Contrary to our expectations, the halo masses
of satellites sometimes seem to exceed those of centrals. However,
although the median posterior value of Msat can exceed that of
Mcen, the width of the posteriors span almost the whole prior range.
We therefore conclude that our model fit is not able to provide
any constraints on the satellite mass as a function of environment.
When using a flat prior on the concentration of the central halo, we
find that the value of f cenc decreases drastically for denser cosmic
environments. This is not due to a physical decrease in the concen-
tration of the central halo, as is apparent from the ESD profiles of
the galaxy sample containing only centrals. These profiles do not
show a significant decrease in the concentration of the central halo
in denser cosmic environments (see e.g. the ‘knot’ ESD profile in
Fig. 5). It is more likely that the increasing signal at larger scales
is caused by the increasing number of satellites and neighbouring
haloes in denser environments, since the satellite host and 2-halo
terms are degenerate with the central concentration. Based on this
information, we use a Gaussian prior with a central value of μ
= 1 and a standard deviation of σ = 0.3, which prevents the de-
crease of f cenc . In the resulting fit, the rising signal at larger scales
is accounted for by the satellite host and 2-halo terms. As the den-
sity of the cosmic environment increases, A2h increases by a factor
of ∼10. This behaviour is expected because, due to the increase
in the local density δ4 for increasingly dense environments (see
Fig. 3) the contribution of neighbouring haloes to the lensing signal
increases.
In Fig. 8, we compare the resulting parameter values with those
found using shuffled environments, and find that all parameter val-
ues are the same within the 1σ error bars. Considering the width of
the posterior distributions we conclude that there is no measurable
difference between the parameters in true and shuffled cosmic envi-
ronments, suggesting that the dominant effect on halo mass is that
of the local density.
6 D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N
We measure the GGL signal of 91 195 galaxies (within 0.039 < z
< 0.263) from the spectroscopic GAMA survey that overlap with
the first 109 deg2 of photometric data from the KiDS. We use the
GGL signal to measure the average halo mass of galaxies in four
different cosmic environments: voids, sheets, filaments and knots,
classified by E15. We create a corresponding set of shuffled envi-
ronments which retain the distribution in local density (the galaxy
overdensity within 4 h−1 Mpc) of the true environments, but lose
the information bound to the cosmic web environment. By com-
paring the average halo masses from galaxy samples in true and
shuffled cosmic environments, we isolate the effect of the cosmic
environments on galaxy halo masses from that of the local density.
We extract the average halo masses from the measured ESD pro-
files by fitting a simple model consisting of a central, a satellite,
an off-set host and a 2-halo contribution to the GGL signal. After
correcting for the increase in the stellar mass of galaxies in in-
creasingly dense cosmic environments, we find no difference in the
average halo mass of central galaxies in different cosmic environ-
ments. Our constraints on the average mass of satellite galaxies are
too weak to make any statements. The amplitude of the 2-halo term,
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Figure 8. The median parameters resulting from the model fit to the ESD profiles in the four cosmic environments, including 16th and 84th percentile
error bars. The top panels show (from left to right) the average halo mass of the centrals (red) and satellite galaxies (blue). The bottom-left panel shows the
concentration parameter fc of the centrals (cyan), with a band representing the centre μ and dispersion σ of its Gaussian prior. The bottom-right panel shows the
amplitude of the 2-halo term (yellow), where the dashed line shows the fiducial value. The data points with solid error bars represent the parameters extracted
from the ESD profiles of true cosmic environments, while the crosses with dotted error bars represent those from the shuffled environments.
however, increases significantly from voids to knots. This increase
in the 2-halo contribution to the ESD profile is expected, as the local
density (within 4 h−1 Mpc) increases with the density of the cosmic
environment.
The posterior distributions of the obtained parameters show no
significant difference between the haloes in true and shuffled cosmic
environments. We can conclude that, within the statistical limits of
our survey, the cosmic environment has no measurable effect on
galaxy halo mass apart from the effects related to the local den-
sity. This null-result is in agreement with the study of E15, who
found a strong variation in the LF of galaxies in the four cos-
mic environments, but no significant difference between the LF in
true and shuffled cosmic environments, concluding that the mea-
sured effect on the LF could be entirely attributed to the difference
in local density of the galaxy populations. Using N-body simula-
tions Alonso, Eardley & Peacock (2015) studied the dependence
of the DM halo mass function on the four cosmic environments.
Although they found a strong correlation of the conditional mass
function with cosmic environment, they showed that this is caused
by the coupling of the cosmic environments to the local density.
Using a different classification of GAMA galaxies into cosmic en-
vironments (filaments, tendrils and voids), Alpaslan et al. (2015)
measured the effect of the cosmic web on energy output, u − r
colour, luminosity, metallicity and morphology of galaxies in both
cosmic and local environment. In order to remove the effect due
to the difference in the stellar mass distributions, they resampled
the galaxy population from each cosmic environment. They found
that, as long as they apply this correction, the properties of galaxies
in different cosmic environments are approximately identical, and
concluded that the effects of LSS on galaxy properties are negligible
with respect to the effects from stellar mass and local environment.
Darvish et al. (2014), who measured the SFR of galaxies as a func-
tion of another cosmic environment classification scheme (fields,
filaments, and clusters), found that their observed stellar mass and
median SFR, as well as the SFR–mass relation and specific SFR,
are mostly independent of environment. They did, however, find a
significant increase in the fraction of star forming galaxies in fila-
ments. Although the subdominance of the effect of LSS on galaxy
properties was foreshadowed by many studies, this is the first direct
measurement of the effect of the cosmic web on galaxy halo mass.
Based on our results we conclude that, after correcting for local
density and stellar mass, the cosmic environments alone have no
measurable effect on DM halo parameters. Even if such an effect
exists, future lensing studies would need to reduce the uncertain-
ties on the posteriors found in this study by at least a factor of
∼3. Assuming the same approach is used, these studies would re-
quire a KiDS-like photometric lensing survey overlapping with a
GAMA-like spectroscopic survey of approximately ten times the
size of our current ∼100 deg2 of overlapping data. Of the present-
day photometric lensing surveys, the Dark Energy Survey (DES;
The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration et al. 2015) currently has
139 deg2 at its disposal, which is planned to increase to ∼5000 deg2
over the next five years. However, DES currently has no overlap
with a spectroscopic survey of the area and completeness of the
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GAMA survey. The Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (Levi
et al. 2013), which will serve this purpose, is planned to start nom-
inal operation in 2019. Over the next five years KiDS is planning
to observe ∼1500 deg2 of the sky (de Jong et al. 2013), overlap-
ping with ∼700 deg2 of spectroscopic data from the Wide Area
Vista Extragalactic Survey (Driver et al. 2016), nearing the pre-
cision needed to find or rule out an effect from the cosmic web
on galaxy haloes. Furthermore, we expect that the Euclid mission
(Laureijs et al. 2011), with a planned ∼15 000 deg2 of high-quality
lensing data, will be able to confirm or negate a possible effect from
cosmic environments with very high significance. However, with
an estimated launch in 2020 and a nominal mission period of five
years, this would take at least five more years to accomplish. Taking
all these future missions into consideration we conclude that, using
the technique described here, it is unlikely that a direct effect of
cosmic environment on halo mass can be measured within the next
four to five years.
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